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Let d and 1 be families of k and I element subsets of an n element set, 
respectively. Suppose that A n B# @ for all A E zd, BE 9’. It is proved that 
I&[ 101 5 (;I :)(;I:), whenever n 2 2k and n 2 21. Moreover, the uniqueness of the 
extremal families is established unless n = 2k = 21. C) 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X := { 1, 2, . . . . n} be an n element set. For 0 5 k 5 n we denote by (f) 
the sets of all k element subsets of X. Call the families d and SY cross- 
intersecting if A n B # @ holds for all A E d, BE 93. Pyber generalized the 
Erdiis-Ko-Rado theorem [EKR] for cross-intersecting families: 
THEOREM A [P]. I f  d c ( f) and g c (I) are cross-intersecting then 
(1) ifk>l, nz2k+l-2 then IdI (ST ~(;I:)(;z:), 
(2) ifk=l, nz2k then 1~41 I&IIS(;I:)~. 
However, the condition n 2 2k + I - 2 in f 1) of the above theorem turned 
out not to be sharp. In this paper we prove 
THEOREM. If&c($) andS?‘c($) are cross-intersecting with n >= 2k and 
n>21, then I&I ICY?\ 5 (;I:)(;::) holds; moreover, equality holds if and - 
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only ij- ldl =(;I:) and 139 =(:I:). Further, d= {AE(~):xEA} and 
w= {BE(:):XEB} must hold for some x E X, unless n = 2k = 21. 
The next example shows that the condition n 2 2k and n 2 21 is sharp. 
EXAMPLE. Choose n, k, and 1 so that n = 2k - 1, I= k - 1, and (i) is 
even. Fix an &c(f) such that l&l=;(i), and let .~@:={BE(:): 
X - B $ JZZ }. Then IS?1 = $( ;) = $( 7) and d and S3 are cross-intersecting, but 
IdI I~l=:(~).t(‘l)>(;-:)(4_:) even though n + 1 = 2k and n > 21 hold. 
2. TOOLS OF PROOFS 
For a family B c 2x and a positive integer 1, let us define the lth shadow 
of 9 by 
Note that d c (i) and S3 c (r) are cross-intersecting if and only if 
.@c((I)-A,(&“), where A”‘:= {X-A:AE&}. Therefore 
if d and 3Y are cross-intersecting. When c1 := I.dl (= [&‘I) is fixed, J&l 143l 
attains its maximum if and only if IA,( attains its minimum and 
S?= (r) - A,(&“) holds. The minimum of IAt with fixed 1~4’1 =tl is 
given by the Kruskal-Katona theorem. Define the colex order < on ( f) by 
setting A<B if max(i:iEA-B}<max{i:iEB-A}. For Osrns(;), let 
Y(n, k, m) denote the collection of the smallest m sets in ($). 
THEOREM B [Kr, Ka]. Suppose that 9 c (c), m := 191, and 05 12 q. 
Then lA,(9)1 1 IA,(P’(n, q, m))l holds. 
THEOREM C [L, F23. Suppose that a real number x, x 2 k, satisfies the 
condition l~l~(;):=x(x-1). ... ‘(x-kkl)/k! for 9c(t). Then 
IA,(F)1 2 (-T) holds for all 0 5 15 k. Moreover, in the case that k > 1, 
equality holds tf and onl-y tf x is an integer and F = (l), for some x element 
subset I’. 
For a unified simple proof of Theorems B and C see [ Fl] or [F2]. 
Using Theorems B and C, it is not difficult to check the next lemma. 
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LEMMA 1. Under the assumption of Theorem B, suppose m > (‘J ‘) and 
represent m in the form 
-=(n;l)+(;I:)+ ... +(,lr:,)+(,:J 
for lstsqandq-tsxsn-t-l. Then, 
holds. 
3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 
Since the theorem is easily proved in the case that k = 1 or I = 1, we may 
assume k, I> 1. There is nothing to prove if IdI <(i-i) and lgl < (71:). 
By symmetry, we may assume that 1~4 I 2 (; z : ). Suppose that IdI > (; I :) 
for a while. Set m= I#[ =]&I (>(I::)) and q=n-k. Then we have 
IAr(~‘)l 2 Id,(Y(n, n-k, m)l by Theorem B. Let us represent m by 
forsomet,15t5n-kandx,n-k-t~x5n-t-l.UsingLemmalwe 
obtain 
Consequently, it is sufficient to prove the following inequality. 
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CLAIM. For lstsn-kandn-k-tsxsn-t-l, 
((;I:)+(;:;)+ ... +(;I:)+(,;,)) 
x((lr:>-(l”t>><(zI:>(;r:)- 
Proof of Claim. Case 1. t = 1. This case is settled by the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that nL2k, nz21, kz2, 121, and n-k-l 5 
xsn-2. Then 
Proof First observe that if n=k+l then n=2k=21 and the above 
inequality reduces to an obvious inequality. Therefore we may assume 
n > k + 1. Moreover, if I = 1 then the left-hand side is 0 and the inequality 
is obvious. Assume 12 2. By subtracting (;I :)(;I,!) from the both sides 
and multiplying (n-k- l)!(,?,))’ > 0, the inequality to be proved is 
equivalent to 
(n - 1 )! 
o’f(x)‘= -(k- l)!(n-k)+(n x @-‘)!( -f+l). . . . .(x-n++++) 
-x. ... .(x-n++++), (1) 
for it -k - 1 5 x 5 n - 2. We can prove this inequality as follows. Suppose 
on the contrary that f(y) 2 0 for some y, n -k - 2 < y 5 n - 2. An easy 
computation shows that 
(n - l)! 
f(n-2)=(n-/)(k-l) 
Combining this together with 
I-k<f< I <n-l - ~ 
n-k’n’n-l’n-1’ 
we have f(n - 2) < 0. Since f(~ - k - 2) < 0 clearly holds, we may assume 
O=s(y)=fi(y--I+l). ... .(y--n+k+2) 
n . 
1 
y-Z+l+ “‘ +y-n+k+2 
’ 
> y-n+k+2 ’ 
(2) 
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Note that n-k -2 2 I- 1 since n > k + 1. We can express the term 
-x. . . . . (x - n + k + 2) from (2) and substitute this into (1) to obtain a 
new inequality 
(n-l)! ! 
o5g(y):= -(k-l)!(n-k)+;:;;j ------(y-1+1). ... .(y-n+k+2) 
(n - l)! 
-J&Y--1+l) . ... .(y-n+k+2) 
1 
I, 1 
-1 
y-1+1+ “‘+y--n+k+2 
. . + 
y y-n+k+2 
= _ (n-l)! (n-l)! 
(k-l)!(n-k)+ (n-l)! (y-l+l). ... .Lv-n+k+2) 
Since 
(y-n+k+2) fv+ ... +i 
y-1+2 
=y-n+k+2 
+ ... +y-n+k+2 
Y y-l+2 
is increasing with y, g(y 
g(n - 2) 10 must hold, i.e., 
(n-k) A+ . . . 
) is an increasing function of v. Therefore, 
+--&)-(n-l)(-$+ ... +k),O. 
It is easy to see that the left-hand side of the above inequality is a strictly 
increasing function of the integer variable 1. Therefore we may assume that 
n = 21 or 2Z+ 1 holds. In both cases n 2 2k implies 12 k. However, for I2 k 
the LHS of the above inequality is a strictly increasing function of the 
integer variable k. Consequently, the inequality must hold also for k = 1. 
In the case n = 2k = 21 the LHS is exactly 0. Thus we obtain a contra- 
diction except if originally also n = 2k = 21, which case we have excluded at 
the beginning. 
In the case n = 2k + 1 = 2I- 1, the LHS becomes negative, a contra- 
diction. 
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Case 2. t = 2. The inequality to be proved is 
((;I:)+(;I:)+(~-~-*))((;Z:)-(~~2)) 
<(Z)(Z) 
for n -k - 2 5 x s n - 3. We distinguish two subcases. 
Subcase 2.1. k >= 1. In this case 
n-k (n-k)(n-k- 1) I-1 n-l 
‘+,-1+ (n-l)(n-2) )n-l(l-1). 
Therefore it is sufficient to prove that 
1 +n-k+(n-k)(n-k- 1) I- 1 < 1 
n-l (n-l)(n-2) n-l ’ 
Since the left-hand side increases with 1 ( 5 k), 
LHS~(l+~)~ 
<k- 1 I W-kM- “<1+‘= 1 
“n-l (n-1)’ 2 2 ’ 
Subcase 2.2. k < 1. Let n’ = n - 1 and 1’ = I - 1. Then n’ 2 2k, n’ 2 21’) 
k 2 2, 1’ 2 1, and n’ -k - 1 5 x 5 n’ - 2. Therefore we can apply Lemma 2 
and obtain 
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Case 3. t 2 3. In this case we can use a simple upper bound for the 
LHS of the inequality to be proved: 
J=((:I:)+(;:;)+ ... +(;I:)+(:I:_:))(;I:) 
<(r+l) 
n-l I-1 ( 1 
I-t+1 n-l 
-. . . . .- 
k-l n-l ( > n---t+1 z-1 
Now, for (d( > (;I:), the theorem has been proved. Suppose l&l = ([1-i). 
Then, 
ldl 194 s I4 ((;)- l&W’)/) 
4Z)((;)-(7)) 
and if equality holds then Jd,(&“)I = (,, ; ’ ). I.e., equality holds in 
Theorem C. Unless n = 2k= 21, n -k>Z holds, thus the uniqueness in 
Theorem C shows that ZZ” = (*;j;}) for some XE X. Consequently, 
d= {d~(z):x~A} and thus a= {@E(T):xEB). 1 
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